Fashion shows provide a unique platform for designers, retailers, and malls to showcase the latest trends and styles to their customers. Advanced Productions has become an authority on fashion show production with over 30 years of successful event experience. Our professional staff has the experience and first-hand knowledge to guide you through the production process. In this guide you will find each of the elements normally found in a fashion show, along with examples and photos of the items and services we offer, we hope this will be helpful as you design your next fashion show!

**Runway**

Every great fashion presentation has a well-defined runway. Whether it is the sophisticated look of a fabric covered runway, complete with molding and trim, to give a clean seamless appearance, or the clean simplicity of a solid hard board surface laid neatly on an existing floor. Whatever you choose - remember it is the focal point of the show. The runway style contributes to the overall appeal of the set design.

---

**Double entrance set with an 8” raised runway - covered in natural muslin.**

**3 dimensional set with 50” plasma built in, covered in black and white fabric, a dimentional logo, and white acrylic runway**

**Grand 12’ wide stepped fabric covered runway and set.**

**Simple center wall forward fabric covered set with a carpet runway.**
Set Design

The set should be designed to take advantage of the space provided for the show. The set will be the focal point for your show, the entrance for your models, and the location of any branding used to identify the designer, store, mall, charity or sponsor associated with the show. The set design can reflect simplicity with one wall, or complexity with multiple walls and numerous arrangements. The size of the venue, the budget, and the choreography of the actual show often dictate the direction of the set design. Once the structural design of the set is established then the color and covering are selected and your set is created. We put all of your selections together to achieve the proper look and feel on the completed set.

At Advanced Productions we maintain over 150 set panels in our inventory giving us the flexibility to design a variety of different looks. Using these hard panels as the foundation, we are able to construct the set, and then seamlessly cover the panels in fabric to give our shows a clean crisp professional appearance. Our in-house graphics team can create a wide variety of signage to brand your show. We can provide vinyl transfers, dimensional logos, gobos or full color graphics. Our team of experienced carpenters can easily add wood accents and molding features to further enhance the look and feel of the set. It has been this superior attention to detail that has repeatedly pushed Advanced Productions to the forefront of fashion show production in the Mid Atlantic Region and the entire East Coast.
Next we need to create some excitement! Music makes a difference. Without a doubt, great music is essential. Music selection can make or break the show and proper amplification can further add to the effectiveness of the music. An evenly distributed system of small high-powered speakers and ample low end speakers can dramatically enhance the audience’s experience. Our professional audio engineers work with our production team to create an impactful audio experience. We also supply a wide range of commonly requested professional DJ gear for shows with live entertainers.

Over the years we have established many strong alliances in the industry and can help guide our customers to some of the best disc jockeys and fashion show music producers in this market. If you’re looking for a live performer or want to tap into the diverse musical knowledge of our professionals...we have what you need. We can help add an international flavor to your show, enhance an underlying theme, or assist you in selecting the appropriate tone for your collection.

Now that the runway and set are in place, it’s time to shed some light on the models. Lighting is a critical component of the show. Fashion show lighting is a unique style of lighting requiring many fixtures to ensure an even distribution of light, from head to toe, over the entire length of the runway. It is also vital that the lights do not hinder your audiences view during the show. A professionally designed lighting system will take into consideration all of the contributing factors to ensure the best possible result.

Advanced Productions offers years of experience with leading fashion designers and luxury brands. Our unparalled ability to detail has propelled us to the top of our industry in this region. Now let our team assist you with your next project and experience the difference.
We offer a variety of back-of-house support and services, which are critical in the implementation of a fashion show. Everything from hair and make up stations, mirrors, steamers, rolling racks, clip lights, pipe and drape, power distribution and communication systems...we have what you need. In addition to the equipment, we can arrange for support staff such as: dressers, stylist, producers and stage managers. Advanced Productions is the Fashion Show Authority in the Mid Atlantic Region. We have the experience and resources that make the difference!
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